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1. Challenging the University as a Promoter of Entrepreneurship 

Concern for the entrepreneurial capabilities needed to contribute to new business and 

subsequently new jobs is a major theme in contemporary European public discourse on 

economic growth. For obvious reasons the university system as the backbone in a national 

educational system is targeted. However, several countries, including Sweden, 

experiences a wide gap between rhetoric and practice with respect to the ambitions and 

abilities of higher education to establish an arena for the provision of entrepreneurial 

capabilities. On one hand the Swedish universities today have an additional enacted 

responsibility besides their traditional commitments as research centres and producers and 

communicators of formal academic knowledge. Every Swedish university is also 

expected to interactively contribute to the development of society. These expectations in 

particular concern the surrounding region and its small-business community. 

 

This enactment by the Swedish government triggers challenges in terms of bridging 

between formal, codified academic knowledge and the tacit and practitioners' experience-

based competencies. However, since the dominant view proposes that formal training and 
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codified knowledge is superior to experiential learning and tacit knowledge the 

universities seldom manage to stage dialogues as a point of departure for such knowledge 

creation (Nonaka & Takeuchi l995). The Swedish public universities do not get any 

special financial resources for the exchange with the (business) community. Furthermore, 

involvement in such 'extramural' activities have little relevance for promotion in the 

academic system. Some of the external activities are staged as action-research projects, in 

some disciplines however not highly rated. Consequently, the Swedish universities 

seldom contribute to the creation and enforcement of learning regions, today considered 

as a major road to business and community development, cf. e.g. Maskell et al. 1998, 

Johannisson 2000. 

 

Figure 1. Academic Quality - A Relational View. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We argue, though, that academic quality in general and quality in entrepreneurship 

research and education in particular, are associated with if and how the three basic 

elements of an academic system are interrelated. Figure 1 argues that it is the relations 

between the research, education and community dialogue that decide what quality a 

modern university can offer. On one hand the internal boundaries between research and 

education must be deconstructed, on the other the boundaries between the university and 

the surrounding community must be perforated to build a university that continuously 

renews both itself and its context, i.e. is entrepreneuring.  This perspective has been 

proposed since the l980s in the US and adopted by some Swedish universities, but there is 

still a huge need for knowledge about how to reach this quality objective. 
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An entrepreneuring culture can only be established and enforced in society if the 

education system as a major sense-making institution is targeted (Johannisson & Madsén 

l997). We also propose that, considering that the dominant view in the Swedish society 

still favours a wage-earner culture, 'poaching' tactics have to be adopted in bringing about 

a change towards an society that recognises and supports individual and interactive 

initiative, often but not necessarily materialised in business venturing. Shrewdness and 

concrete examples that both speak for themselves and may be refined into a cultural 

challenge are needed to outwit the strong inertia that characterises the educational system, 

certainly including the universities as major knowledge centres. Paraphrasing Gandhi we 

thus argue that the road to such an enterprising culture itself must be entrepreneurial. 

 

The purpose of this paper thus is to reflect upon a number of attempts by a Swedish 

university - Växjö University in southern Sweden - to both itself practice and regionally 

promote entrepreneurship. In Section 2 a tentative conceptual platform is built, presenting 

entrepreneurial learning as an experiential process generating new insights and action 

patterns. The implications of this conceptual framing for empirical inquiries into 

entrepreneurship are provided in Section 3 that also presents the rationale for our case 

research. Four cases concerning university-community dialogue are presented and 

compared with respect to basic structural and processual features. The outcome of that 

comparative exercise is in Section 5 summarised into some contributions to an elaborated, 

framework for entrepreneurial learning.  

 

1. Learning for Entrepreneurship 

Along with the anthropologist Clifford Geertz (l973) we argue that knowledge is 

contextually bounded, i.e. local. This in turn implies that learning as knowledge 

enhancement only can be staged and enacted by the subjects concerned themselves. 

Genuine learning and knowledge creation, 'knowledging', thus are constituted as bottom-

up and inside-out processes, carried out as multiple, interwoven dialogues, as a polylogue. 

Such learning from the perspective of the individual on one hand means enlarging the 

environment that is made sense of and accordingly enactable, on the other that these 

insights are integrated with existing experience. This image of knowledge generation and 

reality making as interactively constructed certainly contrasts images that propose that 

knowledge as accumulated facts is distributed by omnipotent experts to passive 
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recipients. Generally, this means that individuals co-create their own development 

conditions by jointly creating the context for own initiatives. Specifically, with respect to 

our concern here, this means that universities must engage locally in order to contribute to 

knowledge creation. 

 

Traditionally universities, as the pillars of the educational systems, have restricted 

themselves to text production and speech acts. However, if universities intend to 

themselves make sense out of also ambiguous environments and not just by way of 

abstract modelling comment sense-making as experienced by others, they have to get 

directly involved in society. There are good reasons why we do not talk about sense-

making and not 'sense-thinking' (Weick l995). There are limits to intellectual endeavours, 

a statement that is especially relevant in the context of entrepreneurship that concerns 

itself with genuinely creative processes. Only concrete action and reflection - in that order 

- will make innovative change possible. Creativity without action is without effect - 

'creactivity' is needed. 

 

In the context of organisational learning the need for both reflection/conceptualisation and 

action is recognised. Argyris' and Schön's (l978) model of organisational learning, that 

e.g. underlines the difference between single- and double-loop learning both bridges to 

the Weickian framework and can be used to characterise entrepreneurial processes as 

constant frame-braking or double-loop learning. As much as we do in our theorising 

about entrepreneurship Nonaka & Takeuchi (l995) take Berger & Luckmann (l966) as a 

point of departure for their model of organisational knowledge creation, making the 

bridging between formal and tacit knowledge (internalisation/externalisation) a major 

issue. Kolb et al. (l984) provides a spiral learning model where concrete experiences are a 

point of departure for reflection and subsequent theorising that is active tested by way of 

hands-on experiments. All these conceptual frameworks, especially perhaps the last one, 

cf. Johannisson et al l998, provide interesting contribution to inquiries into learning for 

entrepreneurship. 

 

Here we however think that it the Weickian framework is the most appropriate one as a 

point of departure. Using his ideas as elaborated by Huzzard (2000) we imagine that 

learning is called for when dominant views held by people hinder them from realising the 

need for change. Sense-breaking, i.e. a disruption in the predictability and taken-for-
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grantedness of routines is needed. Once this unlearning is achieved, (new) sense has to be 

made. Sense-making arises when someone notices something in an on-going flow of 

events, something in the form of a surprise, something that does not fit. Sense-making is 

necessary to cope with interruptions. This cognitive process lays the basis for action and 

subsequent learning. Sense-makers creating texts subject them (by this creation) to 

interpretation, which gives direction to non-routine action. In such a view, meaning is 

created and directed, that is, it is being managed and then disseminated to other actors in 

the community of practice to define and guide (non-routine) action, so called sense-

giving. Leaders and entrepreneurs alike give sense, i e. propose a construction of reality 

that offers an island of order in chaotic world subject to endless interpretations. 

Entrepreneurs, sometimes also leaders, do not need surprises to change their routines but 

impose on themselves (and their organisations) need for sense-breaking and associated 

sense-making. 

 

Academic, codified, knowledge is still to a large extent guided by the ontological image 

that reality is objective, that is exists independent of the individual subjects understanding 

of it. This view certainly supports the view that universities and other research institutions 

possess knowledge that is supreme. However, if reality is considered as socially 

constructed, an outcome of human imagination, interaction and negotiation, academia just 

becomes a stakeholder among others in mutually shared and jointly enacted 

environments. In such a socially constructed world there is no such thing as 'final 

solutions' to problems and ultimate truths. Challenges that have to be coped emerge out of 

human interaction itself, making planning wishful thinking and improvisation a necessity. 

Entrepreneuring people stand out because they recognise as natural the need for constant 

change that such an image of reality produces. 

 

Studying how professionals cope with challenges, Schön (l983) suggests that reflective 

practitioners draw upon a repertoire of examples that constitute their experience. The way 

the problem at hand and a feasible solution carried by the experience are adjusted is 

guided by intuition whereby a logic of affirmation rather than a logic of confirmation is 

adopted. "From the point of view of the logic of confirmation, the results of experiment 

remain ambiguous. Other theories of action or models might also account for the failure 

of the earlier move or the success of later one. But in the practice context, priority is 

placed on the interest in change and therefore on the logic of affirmation. It is the logic of 
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affirmation which sets the boundaries of experimental rigor." (Schön, l983:155 - italics in 

the original). As a special breed of practitioners, entrepreneurs as well learn by analogy, 

using memories of own successes and failures as well as the stories told by colleagues and 

other trusted as a basis for experimenting, for creative imitation in action. 

 

Weick (l983), reflecting upon how managers combine thought and action, along similar 

lines argue that they 'act thinkingly', i.e. that action is predominant but saturated with 

reflection. "It is conceivable that people could be more rational if they postponed action 

or thought longer, but the added rationality would not improve the outcome, because it is 

overdetermined… Most of the improvement that thinking can make is already present 

when action is done thinkingly." (l983:227) This certainly contrasts not only how 

academics organise their own intellectual work but also the way business schools teach 

their students to prepare for the world of practice. 

 

Practitioners, managers or not, thus draw upon their own and others' experiences when 

coping with challenges. Entrepreneurship, though, is about interactively creating new 

realities infusing own vision and willpower. This means that history (alone) cannot guide 

action - entrepreneurship is rather about history-making (Spinosa et al l997). Thus, 

suggests that entrepreneurial learning calls for experimenting where the aim of the trial-

and error process is not just creative imitation and 'cross-appropriation', let alone to reveal 

causal relations in an assumed existing reality, but also to envision an own image of how 

the world is constructed. Sarasvathy (2001) vividly illustrates how entrepreneurs by 

adopting the 'logic of control' in unknowable environments by forceful and persistent 

hands-on action make that environment adopt the shape that rationalises the actions taken. 

That is, guided by a personal theory, entrepreneurs apply according to the rules of 

'abduction' in a pragmatist vein. Weick (l995) more generally proposes that sense literally 

is interactively made out of equivocal environments by way of action, symbolic as well as 

material. 

 

In Sarasvathy's ambiguous environments as well as Weick's equivocal environments, lack 

of information is not an issue as in situations characterised by risk or uncertainty. What is 

needed when ambiguity or equivocality rules is determinate action. In such situations it is 

more dangerous to refrain from action than taking wrong action. Inviting a younger 

Weick he says: “The underlying explanation [for taking action] need not be objectively 
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“correct”. In a crude sense, any old explanation will do. This is so because the 

explanation serves mostly to organise and focus the action. The focused action then 

modifies the situation in ways that confirms the explanation, whatever it was. Thus, the 

adequacy of any explanation is determined by intensity and structure it adds to potentially 

self-validating actions. Accuracy is subordinate to intensity.” (l983:232) Obviously then 

spontaneity and coincidence, whatever the concrete situation offers, as much as vision 

and willpower defines the outcome of entrepreneurial initiative. Lévi-Strauss (l971), 

reflecting on the 'bricoleur', actually present a feasible image of the entrepreneurship as 

the coping with constantly changing situations. As a Jack of all trades the entrepreneur 

collects and maintains bits and pieces of symbolic and material realities - e.g. memories 

of earlier events, stories being told by others, latent network ties, physical objects - 

waiting for the right moment to, in dialogue with the context, present it as a new and 

coherent interpretation of reality. In the world of entrepreneurship spontaneity and 

synchronicity rule. 

 

The 'espoused theories' public discourse produces concerning the way the academic 

community operates, obviously contrasts the entrepreneurial way of coping. Nevertheless, 

the well-known image of the organisations as and 'organised anarchy' as a matter of fact 

originates in research into universities (March & Olsen l976). Thus, the theories in use 

adopted by academic communities reflect any kind of organised practice. Paradoxically 

academics present themselves as rational agents, i.e. espouse their theories especially 

when interacting with students and practitioners. This means that the academics, in order 

to create a dialogue between academic teachers and students on the one hand, 

practitioners on the other, must relax their espoused ideals and help the (business) 

students to unlearn the cause-effect logic that dominates the management discourse. 

Drawing upon several authors but mainly Weick (l995), Huzzard (2000) provides a model 

of organisational learning that integrates processes of the breaking, making and giving 

sense, cf. Figure 2. Training for entrepreneurship, at least if originating in a traditional 

high school or business school context, as indicated has to start with unlearning the 

planning paradigm. However, since an educational setting means inviting to a dialogue 

where the teachers presumably have a tentative understanding of the situation, sense-

giving by the teachers then enters the process. Once the reframing needed for making 

involvement in entrepreneurial venturing as an action/reflection has been achieved, the 

students can start making their own contributions to joint sense-making processes. 
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Figure 2. Learning as sense-breaking/making/giving. 

 

Source: Huzzard 2000, Figure 4.4, p 119. 

 

The promotion of entrepreneurial learning in the educational system thus calls for a triple 

experiential approach to knowledge creation, or knowledging. First, the have to 'live 

through', i.e. actively co-construct such entrepreneurial processes, guided by responsible 

mentors, in addition to teachers also practitioners. Second, an appropriate context for 

accommodating such learning processes has to be constructed and negotiated, offering a 

sounding board for local dialogues. That context cannot be restricted to the university 

setting alone but must encompass its surroundings as well Third, a research agenda that 

aims at increasing our knowledge about entrepreneurial learning originating in a 

university setting, itself must be designed as interactive research. 

 

'Living through' entrepreneurial processes means personal involvement in concrete 

projecting for business development. That suggests that training for entrepreneurship 
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should include live cases, i.e. not cases from textbooks or research settings, even if these 

are explicitly designed to capture the unique features of new and small firms (Johannisson 

et al. 1998, l999). Internships or more short-term projecting in existing organisations 

typically offers settings where experiences may be gained and tested. Usually however 

the students on university programmes are too closely supervised by the teacher. This 

implies that experimenting is reduced to the laboratory/university, i.e. more concerned 

with in-house pedagogical renewal than enacting new realities by denying the boundaries 

between the university and the region. Consequently, neither the students nor the teachers 

are expanding their commitments far beyond traditional roles. 

 

We thus propose that experiential learning associated with training for entrepreneurship 

must be combined with a contextualising of the ongoing experimenting. Experimenting in 

de-contextualised settings - usually addressed as PBL (Problem Based Learning) - is 

usually seen as a first step towards contextualised learning. Paradoxically it often rather 

strengthens the boundaries to the context, hindering what we associate with as an arena 

for truly experiential learning: external surprises as well as own ideas appear as 

challenges, i.e. as much as opportunities as problems. Entrepreneurs construct challenges 

as opportunities but a condition for such enactment calls for discretion and a broad 

resourcing of the emerging ventures. 'Opportunity Based Learning' within academic 

learning for entrepreneurship thus means inviting the surrounding community to a 

dialogue, cf. Figure 1. In order to prepare for entrepreneurial boundary-spanning 

activities, the enacted environment must always extend beyond individual projects as 

much as entrepreneurial networking may embeds multiple venturing (Johannisson 2000a). 

A contextual approach in an education setting means that the teachers first have to make 

the context evident to the students and then demonstrate how that context can be used to 

enact new opportunities. 

 

The experiential approach to entrepreneurial learning in individual ventures and the 

building of context for such venturing calls for interactive participation on the part of the 

staff involved. In real-life experimenting socialising with both students and involved 

external parties is crucial, the latter e.g. including 'hanging around' in the business 

community and contributing to the public debate on economic and educational issues. 

Building context is itself is staging for venturing by way of networking. Such networking 

includes both deconstructing barriers and bridging gaps between different coalitions in 
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order to pave the road for student initiatives. Obviously, such involvement of the part of 

the teachers means own learning experiences which in turn suggests that teaching for 

entrepreneurship presumably is a favourable point of departure for theorising about 

entrepreneurship. These three aspects of entrepreneurial learning - encouraging 

experimenting, context-building and interactivity - are brought together in 'enactive' 

research suggesting that the researcher participates, interacts, even takes the initial 

initiative, in each of the processes needed to create knowledge: breaking, making and 

giving sense. This approach is elaborated next as an introduction to the four cases. 

 

3. Research Design 

Generally, we propose that knowledging for entrepreneurship, whether carried out 

research or as a learning endeavour, should be interactive, i.e. to different degrees 

involving the researcher her- or himself involved in dialogue for knowledge creation. 

Generally, then ethnographic research comes to the fore. Such research offers different 

kinds of involvement, from distant observation to what we thus address as 'enactive' 

research. 'Action research- then appears as an intermediate form. Action research provides 

a motley crowd of interactive research methods that share with enactive research a 

concern for active involvement of the researcher. According to Peter Reason and Hilary 

Bradbury, the editors of Handbook of Action Research (2001), its contributors also agree 

upon that action research should produce practical knowledge for people to use in 

everyday life in order to enhance their well being.  Also, "[A]ction research is only 

possible with, for, and by persons and communities, ideally involving all stakeholders in 

both the questioning and sensemaking that informs the research, and in the action, which 

is its focus." (2001: 2). Action research as a knowledge-creation activity is also process, a 

contribution to an everlasting dialogue. 

 

However honourable its ideals and attractive its practice, action research will not fit 

inquiries into entrepreneurship. In order to track the very emergence of the 

entrepreneurial process researcher her-/himself has to take the initiative and from the very 

beginning bring her/his own intentions, ambitions and personal history to the project. We 

propose the notion of 'enactive research' to point out that the researcher is not only 

contributing to a change process but realising her/his own visions (Johannisson 2002a). 

This approach means that researcher has to use her first-mover advantage, i.e. the power 
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to impose her/his image of reality on both the members of an emergent 

group/entrepreneurial team and the context that accommodates the venture. It obvious 

means that enactive research in the context of entrepreneurship does not primarily aim at 

emancipating anybody, besides possibly the researcher her-/himself from conceptual 

prejudice. The researcher is not submitting to anybody but selfishly - for good reasons 

though - pursuing her/his own personal interests. In the context of entrepreneurship 

research, it is not even a matter of posing as an entrepreneur, it is a matter of being one. 

 

Enactive research, as applied to research into the entrepreneurship phenomenon, tries to 

cope with some of the drawbacks of alternative ways of doing close qualitative research 

as addressed above. - First, the research strategy means initiating a change, in a context 

well known to the initiator-researcher, possibly using the own domicile to explore a less 

known bordering arena. This will spontaneously reveal some of the structures in the own 

territory taken for granted thereby making evident the character and strength of the own 

local knowledge. 

 

Second, as in the context of a planned experiment, enactive research means recognising 

own pre-conceptions in the domain being researched. In order to avoid making the 

enactive research to a theory-testing approach alone, this pre-understanding can only 

retrospectively be organised into a model that can be used for systematic reflection. 

 

Third, since changes are created interactively, partially out of control of the initiator but 

sensitively dependent on initial conditions, it is crucial to be able to track the very 

emergence of the construction back into the own biography. 

 

Fourth, enactive research orchestrates the very emergence, the symbolic and material 

construction of a new (partial) reality. This means studying social processes and 

organising in detail, alertly register the implications of even minor own actions, external 

events and casual encounters, successively making sense of what has been experienced 

and actualise accordingly. Enactive research thus means taking active part in the 

construction of the world. 

 

Fifth, enactive research invites the whole bandwidth of human capabilities - our senses, 

feelings, thinking and doing - into the construction of a new reality. This e.g. means 
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incorporating intuition, spontaneity and the outcome of experiential learning in the 

making of the venture, the enactment of new realities. Being committed as a complete 

human being does not only mean that all capabilities are mobilised. Different role 

requirements will have to submit to an unconditioned, genuine, personal involvement. 

 

The research design includes four cases where our involvement as researchers vary from 

that of being rather passive observers and/or experts to being the very initiators of the 

learning processes being studied. Since we here are concerned with entrepreneurial 

learning, i.e. a context where we as researchers also operate as teachers the cases we will 

present have a bias for a high degree of involvement. However, the cases also differ in a 

number of other dimensions than our commitment and role at the initiation of the ventures 

as the overview in the Appendix demonstrates. There we organise the characteristics of 

the cases according to a number of structural and processual features respectively. 

 

All four cases involve Växjö University as an institution and ourselves as researchers and 

teachers. This means that the projecting reported reflects our own ambition to contribute 

to the making of academic quality according to Figure 1. Three of the four cases represent 

bottom up/inside out projecting and therefore, according to our view as reported above, 

suggest higher involvement on our part than the fourth project imposed from 

above/outside. Also, only one of the cases reports a project where what once an 

innovative approach has become a routine while the other three projects are still 

emerging.  For these reasons, our reflections on the lessons from these four cases will by 

quite low-voiced. 

 

4. Entrepreneuring in the University Context: Four Cases 

The cases are here individually reported but the Appendix provides a comparative 

description. 

 

4.1. The University Course 'Business Venturing' 

The first case tells the story about the development of a compulsory one-month full-time 

course in entrepreneurship and small-business development for second-year 

undergraduate students in business administration at Växjö university (cf. also 

Johannisson et al. 1999). The course Business Venturing was developed in order to 
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balance the dominant large-business oriented courses in the three-year programme. 

Originally (in l994) it was organised as a conventional analytical case exercise including 

role playing. The cases were constructed out of the experiences we have gained from 

internships in small regional firms. However, both the case material as such (presenting 

challenges in existing firms) and the pedagogic adopted did not meet the need for 

entrepreneurial training. In l997 the team decided to try a radically different approach. 

 

The new course designed enacted the concept to have students (in groups of three), as 

'junior consultants' assist a nascent or new venture to organise its emergent business 

operations. At the very beginning of the course the students are introduced to the 

entrepreneur. Then their managerial conceptual toolkit is supplemented with an 

entrepreneurial worldview - e.g. the need for experimenting and networking - and a 

supplementary vocabulary. A tentative a business plan is used to frame a practical 

challenge as perceived by the (would-be) entrepreneur. This design means that the 

university reaches two objectives: offer the students entrepreneurial training and the 

(would-be) entrepreneurs support from the students as junior consultants. Yet another 

objective was to activate the regional context by inviting different stakeholders in the 

(small)business community to help finding needing new firms. Today their contributions 

are co-ordinated by the university's liaison officer. 

 

The course 'Business Venturing', in spite of its quite time-consuming design, is only 

allocated a standard course budget. This means that traditional lecturing is reduced to a 

minimum. Instead entrepreneurs are invited to share their experiences with the students. 

Also, both the basic group organising and the general structuring of the course activities 

relies on a lot of self-organising. Formal meetings focus on seminars whereof the final 

one, where the students present the development plan for 'their' business, also is a major 

part of the examination. The entrepreneurs are then invited also the students also provide 

final reports on site. Although the financial resources are limited the course can draw 

heavily on the university's research into entrepreneurship and small business management 

(the course staff consists of researchers). The confidence among regional stakeholders 

that the university has accumulated over the years considerably facilitates the recruitment 

of nascent and new entrepreneurs. 
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The introduction of the course 'Business Venturing' itself very much was a learning 

process with annual revisions throughout its existence. Sense-breaking in this case 

includes not only the students and their indoctrination by management thought but also 

the different organisations and authorities involved in providing needing emerging 

enterprises. Both the teachers and invited entrepreneurs are needed to offer 

interpretations, make sense out of, entrepreneurial processes that to inexperienced 

students appear as a 'random walk'. Sense is then made by the students themselves as an 

outcome of seminars as part of the formal education, intra-group student 'trialogue', the 

students dialogue with 'their' entrepreneur and regular meeting at the university with the 

organisations and associations involved. Evaluations suggest that all three parties 

concerned - students, new entrepreneurs and intermediaries - are satisfied with the course. 

The teaching/research team is a bit more critical because the entrepreneurial training is 

limited to this course and. Partly because of this, the students' self-organising is also 

limited. 

 

4.2. High School Mentoring 

The first bottom-up and inside-out case originates in the promotion of entrepreneurship at 

a senior high school in the Växjö municipality and the joining of forces with similar 

activities at the university. This school context, as most other youth education setting, in 

practice still considers training for entrepreneurship as an anomaly. This opened up an 

expanding market for private business schools when the government made this possible 

in the beginning of 1990´s. This initiative arose in the end of 2001 and the first class has 

just started (late August, 2002). The initiative can be seen as a response to the increasing 

competition from two recently started private business high schools. The main 

(underlying) objective is quite basic, to stay alive, meaning keeping this kind of education 

in at least one of the state-financed schools in the Växjö municipality. This major 

disruption in the predictability and taken-for-grantedness of daily routines, slowly eroded 

internalised mentalities down to the core, but sense-breaking processes like these take, 

and must take, long time, because of the strength of the internalised routines. 

 

The emergent process characteristics were therefore to infuse legitimacy and energy in 

the local development process. The two teachers launching the entrepreneurship 

programme needed support and our role as researchers became that of the facilitator. In 

concrete sense-breaking action this means political support of the initiating high school 
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teachers in the municipal political and administrative school system as well as breaking 

down the boundaries between the university (students) and the region. We cleared the 

ground by being active in the local media and due to the opportunities a local debate gave 

us, we targeted the two teachers directly, knowledging from inside-out and bottom-up. 

These social resources gradually integrated the formal players, and the project 

management has now expanded from the informal work of the two teachers and us to now 

include students from both levels, the assistant principal of the high school, a 

representative from the local business community, a consultant and more teachers from 

the high school. The other contributors to the partnership are starting delivering. Financial 

resources are now increasing as the represents from the business associations and the 

consultant has cleared about SEK 90 000 (approx. 9 900 ECU) as an EU grant and further 

financial support from a local bank is also provided. This additional money is much 

needed considering the modest internal school budget and the strong dependence of the 

initiating teachers' personal involvement. 

 

The original process design was an expansion on previous co-operation with the 

university. At Växjö University, activity in a three-years undergraduate programme 

specialising in Entrepreneurship and Business Development (EDP) was launched two 

years ago. The core is a multi-disciplinary and project-oriented approach including 

internships in small as well as larger firms in the university region. However, the 

programme is involved in few context building activities mainly because of too much of 

Problem Based Learning and too little of Opportunity Based Learning. Nevertheless, it 

has some of the crucial elements in what we see as experiential learning and therefore a 

mentor project has been launched implying that the university students will support the 

high school students socially and professionally. Sense-making on student level is 

assumed to be achieved in the mentoring processes themselves and on teacher levels by 

us, gradually phasing out ourselves as sense-breakers. The EBD-students are therefore the 

main contributor to the partnership. They are, after some initial infusing, almost self-

going in organising the practicalities. By that link, the senior high school students and 

their teachers, indirectly gets access to all the accumulated experience, networks and 

knowledge about entrepreneurship at the University. This kind of emerging sense-giving 

attempts has never been done before in Sweden. The concrete outcome of it is much to 

early to say anything about. At this moment the boundary crossing (the eroding of 

boundaries between university and community) itself is the major outcome. Other more 
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abstract (embryotic) outcomes are the emergence of some hope and positive thoughts in 

an environment lacking that. 

 

4.3. Regional Development 

The third case is a classical top-down one. Under the state financed regional development 

programme called Tillväxtavtal Kronoberg (TVXT Kronoberg), many of the big societal 

institutions gather with the main objective to enhance entrepreneurial learning within 

schools and corporations. However, we in this case see entrepreneurial learning as a 

means for reaching other objectives, not as a goal per se. The project was initiated as just 

one of many projects aiming at the implementation of the regional development 

programme. There are many contributors to the partnership, all of them more or less 

included in the project management; municipal administrators, representatives from the 

local business community, many high school teachers and teachers/researches from the 

university. With joint projecting as the original process design, they have, after a starting 

(sense-giving) seminar series aiming to support and inspire, launched different projects in 

six regional communities, coordinated by a project leader. Reports and evaluation were 

done in a classical institutional/managerial way. 

 

When the final report arrived, the outcomes were very modest. The financial resources, 

SEK 100 000 (approx. 11 000 ECU), has been used to initiate and support attempts to 

start up entrepreneurial learning projects in six municipalities during one year. Only two 

launched some action. The reasons for it is said to be 1) lean organisations in firms these 

days (no human resources for school-co-operation), 2) lean organisations in the schools in 

these days (no human resources for company-co-operation, and 3) bad luck that some of 

the key persons in the schools changed working place Vxut Kronoberg 2002: 13. We see 

these explanations as materialisation of gradually emergent process characteristics: an 

eroding leadership and commitment mainly due to internalised self-images, visible in the 

final report as classical projections to something external as an excuse for not looking one 

or two levels deeper in search for the actual reasons; how the organising effort is achieved 

(a project period of three years!), who is the owner of the learning process, inadequate use 

of the social resources and the one mostly used, ascribed legitimacy at the representative 

for the local business community, was not enough when it came to the critical factor in 

the six attempts - to engage the companies. 
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Växjö University, or more concrete, our role as researches, is in this case given the 

authoritative sense-giving role of ”knowledge owner”, the experts who distributes (or in 

some cases, will distribute) knowledge in the form of formalised education for teachers 

involved in teaching in entrepreneurship. There were initially no thoughts about that some 

of all the people involved in the project during the year maybe would have some opinions 

about that crucial issue. After our critique on this issue, the agenda for the official 

presentation was improved. Instead of just deciding upon a credit course for practising 

teachers delivered by experts, one and a half hours were spent on a really productive 

discussion among the many people there about the actual needs. This discussion revealed 

that most of the teachers are sick and tired of 'traditional courses'. They are adults with 

very much experience. They want to meet others in the same situation and talk, i.e. 

participate in a genuine dialogue orchestrated (not led) by authorities within the chosen 

field for discussion. If it is necessary, this dialogue can be dressed in the clothes of a 

traditional course, just to please the established planning paradigm in need of such. This 

concluding discussion provided the first sense-breaking fragments in this three-year long 

devaluation of need for experiential learning! A kind of unconscious sense-making that 

paradoxically is the exact opposite of what they tried to achieve. 

 

4.4. The Innovative Context 

This last case, another bottom-up case in addition to the two first reported here, is about a 

Business Centre in Spånga-Tensta, Stockholm, which commenced its operations in 1999 

through a three-way partnership between the Spånga-Tensta District Council, the 

employment office and the local business community. Other contributors to the project 

are the local schools and (informally) Växjö university, via us as researchers. A unique 

feature is that this integrated centre is physically located as a focal point in the core of the 

business estate, which creates an everyday, natural contact between the actors involved 

(the employment office, the centre, the everyday woman and man and the business 

community). This has created an accumulated trust in the region, a social resource of vital 

importance. Another unique thing is the human resources. The centre is mainly run by 

entrepreneurs of different kinds, still active or retired business entrepreneurs, societal and 

educational entrepreneurs and we, trying to act as academic ones. And above that, the 

women in charge in the project management is a trained social worker with, in this 

context, perfect background. Originally from Chile, she has good understanding of the 

extremely intercultural Spånga-Tensta community. Also, when a kid in Chile her father 
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was an entrepreneur. She has experienced the pros and cons with it, (”I will never ever 

start by own business, I have seen the disadvantages with it”), and therefore has a very 

supporting but more mature and realistic picture of entrepreneurship in such a specific 

context, compared to the uncritical public discourse. 

 

The business estate is one of the largest employment complexes in the Stockholm area 

with more than 2.000 registered companies and more than 6,000 people working there. 

Spånga-Tensta is a district with 32,000 inhabitants (almost half of them under the age of 

25) from more than 100 different nationalities, many of them from entrepreneurial 

families, a fact that society so far has not been able to enhance and encourage. In fact, it is 

very often the other way around. The main objective with this change initiative is to see 

proximity and multi-ethnicity as beneficial in promoting entrepreneurship. Along the 

road, this commitment from the actors involved, for the actors involved, gradually has 

succeeded in engaging the surrounding institutions and community as a whole, and now it 

is (by others, mostly politicians) sometimes marketed as Stockholm's price-awarded ”little 

darling”, due to the perfect timing - immigrant  integration issues have been very visible 

on national political agenda due to the election recently - an marketing opportunity which 

can be seen as a emerging major advantage. 

 

The centre now has initiated a vision that aims to transform a successful platform for co-

operation into a dynamic innovation system. This has been tried many times before, 

mostly though in top-down projects in attempts to revitalise declining regions or districts. 

Although, in this case there are some characteristics pointing in a more promising 

direction. The emphasis on social and human resources, the project management and the 

original process design itself (seeing entrepreneurial learning as the key variable in the 

initiated vision is truly an educational innovation) are three aspects that so far create 

vitality in this project. These people works for their survival, their self-esteem, their 

identity in the Swedish society. They work on a new mental map, a new way of looking at 

the place they live and act, and thereby a new way of looking at themselves. One key tool 

in doing that, is as mentioned above, the view on entrepreneurial learning materialised in 

the vision of creating of an integrated knowledging programme in entrepreneurship from 

first class to adult age. The first of its kind in Sweden if it comes true. The project period 

runs over four years (2002-2005), has SEK 9.7 million (approx. 1 million ECU)in budget 

(not financed yet) and has just reached the feasibility study phase where SEK 200 000 
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(ECU 22 000) (financed) is used to operationalise the first basic issues; inventory of on-

going entrepreneurial activities at the schools involved, articulation of method-concepts 

and the theoretical basis for the whole project (this expert-role as researcher is the one 

given at the moment), building up a project organisation, develop evaluation instruments, 

inventory of suitable pedagogical tools and last but not least, apply for money.  

 

In contrast to the other cases, flexibility in strategy is one of the emergent process 

characteristics in the innovative context. Initially, they put almost all emphasis on the 

social and human resources, convinced that these two kinds of capital would generate the 

financial capital needed. But when it did not go as fast as they originally thought, a 

redefinition of the change strategy, from a revolutionary 'one-big-step-approach' to an 

incremental enactment process, was done immediately. An entrepreneurial absorption of 

ever changing realities. 

 

Sense-breaking in this case is not needed. Using branding rhetoric, it is about re-brand a 

region by giving voice and visibility to silent and silenced stories with huge power 

embedded within, a fact the people involved are the first to see. Sense-making and sense-

giving are at the moment an inter-twinned process where roles are changed all time. It is a 

continuous process of enactment and reflection, a collective entrepreneurial learning 

process for all actors involved. 

 

5. Conclusions: Contributions to an Elaborated Framework for 

Entrepreneurial Training 

Existing entrepreneurs want to be encouraged in what they are up to, not told what to do. 

This attitude may reflect the fact that they have a strong need for independence but also 

their concern for taking charge of their own learning. This suggest that support of 

entrepreneurial processes and those who construct them should be contextual or indirect 

(Johannisson l993). Also, there may be a need for 'translating' the potential contributions 

of an enforced context before the entrepreneurial individuals can make that support part 

of their action repertoire. The different cases illustrate that both university students and 

staff may help out in that process. 
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Elsewhere we argue that entrepreneurship appears as much as a collective as an individual 

phenomenon (Johannisson 2002). Entrepreneuring is a social process, usually initiated by 

an alert individual who however soon enough organises a team out of her personal 

network to enact the emergent opportunity. That opportunity creation thus is a collective 

effort meaning that part of the environment is demarcated, bracketed, and sense-made to 

subsequently materialise as a venture. The venture is an outcome of a truly interactive 

learning process where both the outcome and the process itself can not be stated 

beforehand. Only by recognising venturing as a collective learning process where venture 

and context are co-created will the would-be entrepreneur, i.e. the initiator of the process, 

gain the self-confidence needed to maintain the process. This is achieved by inviting 

oneself to a 'conversation with the situation' (Schön l983) and the different actors who 

constitute it. Entrepreneurship is about pliantly associate with ongoing processes and 

direct their basically self-organising forces so that they fit the own interests. This suggests 

that students involved in entrepreneurial training should be trained to become socially 

oriented and alert. 

 

The cases reported here suggest that learning rather calls for brave (inter)action than 

planning activities and clearly stated objectives. The lack of trust in espoused goals 

should not come as a surprise for the academic community; at least in the Swedish 

context course curricula only exist as formal documents, seldom read by neither the 

teachers nor the students. As much as business plans and corporate strategies they are 

alive in their becoming; once completed they appear as irrelevant. This primacy of 

action/means over objectives/ends when change is called for seems to have enhanced the 

viability of all three bottom-up organically emerging projects. The fourth, induced, 

project in contrast was halted by pretentious objectives based on unrealistic expectations. 

The action orientation of the other projects stimulated a lot of exchange and 

spontaneously created opportunities for, among other things, elaboration and adjustment 

of the different stakeholders' objectives. 

 

Referring back to Figure 1, the successful cases all focused on relations in their exchange 

with the university. The course in Business Venturing traded upon the relation between 

Education and Research; it mobilised the collective research competencies in the interest 

of the students and their interactions. The High School Mentoring project took advantage 

of that fact that the university staff had visited the school as teachers and were recognised 
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and active in community life and thus ready to legitimise the initiative taken by the high-

school teachers. The Innovation Context case drew upon the fact that the researchers 

demonstrated interest in community dialogue and interactive research. The Regional 

Development case, in contrast, only related vaguely to the university, referring to its 

general obligations as potential partner in regional development. 

 

As indicated, we do not want to exclude ourselves as researchers from the need for 

involvement and learning in order to make entrepreneurial processes emerge. Thus, we 

argue that entrepreneurship as experimental and experiential learning presents itself with 

multiple loops. One of these loops, our own learning, multiplies from the relational 

aspects of the intertwined sensemaking- and sensegiving processes embedded in our co-

constructed context of entrepreneurial learning. Personal involvement in three cases, all 

focusing on the relation between two of the arenas in the academic quality triangle as 

presented in Figure 1, has provided the junior author of this paper with a complete multi-

relational arena for experimental and experiential learning in multiple loops. This in turn 

offers the necessary pre-requisites for one crucial thing in enactive research - to be able to 

track the very emergence of the construction of learning projects back into the (junior) 

researcher's own biography, cf. Johannisson 2002a. His ongoing enactive research is now 

emerging as a cross-breeding of the four cases, making them aware of each others 

existence. When four autonomous learning loops, gradually are made constitute each 

other, as a consequence of the breeder´s own learning experience and actions accordingly, 

we see genuine multi-loop-learning on multi-relational arenas being established. 
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